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Highlights 

 Described is a new fluorescence microscopy-based method to visualise latent DNA on 

swabs. 

 Three swab types were found to be effective for collection of biological material, 7 

were not effective.  

 The fluorescence is still detectable with little reduction in brightness even if stained and 

then re-examined 4 weeks later. 

 Fluorescence detection of ‘aged’ cellular material on swabs is effective.  

 

Abstract 

Collection for touch DNA either at scenes or on items submitted to a forensic laboratory 

is based on assumptions as to where a person made direct contact. In many instances a swab 

may be applied to an area where no contact has been made. Many swabs may therefore be 

submitted for DNA profiling on which no DNA is present, resulting in the loss of both time 

and resources by analysing such swabs. This study has developed a simple, fast, DNA-staining 

and fluorescence microscopy-based screening method for swabs to indicate if there is any DNA 

from which to generate a profile.  

Ten different types of swabs were tested covering the major types used (foam, cotton 

and nylon). Each swab was treated by: no addition of dye or DNA, addition of dye only, 

addition of known DNA and addition of dye and DNA. The stain used was Diamond™ Nucleic 

Acid Dye (DD) and fluorescence microscopy was achieved with a digital microscope equipped 

with a blue LED light source (480 nm) for excitation and an emission filter of 510 nm. Two 

types of samples were tested, either buccal swabs or swabs collected from areas touched by 

volunteers and all analyses were performed in triplicate. The samples were collected and 
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retained at room temperature with time intervals of 0 day, 7 days, 14 days, 21 days, and 28 

days before detection using DD staining and fluorescence microscopy.  

Seven of the swab types used were found to be unsuitable due to the lack of any 

difference in the fluorescence detected when no DNA, or only the dye, or a combination of 

DNA and dye were added. Three swab types (black cotton swab, Ultrafine dental applicator, 

and Cylinder dental applicator) were found to be much more effective for collection of DNA. 

Further, stained cellular material retained its fluorescence for up to 4 weeks and swabs 

containing cellular material that had been stored for four weeks could be stained and visualised. 

Additionally, DD did not affect DNA profiling. 

This screening method has the potential to be a routine step in a forensic laboratory to 

save costs of processing samples where swabs are devoid of any DNA. This technique is rapid, 

easy, cheap, non-destructive and safe. 

 

Keywords: Diamond™ Nucleic Acid Dye: direct PCR: fast screening: STR DNA profiling: 

swab collection 

 

1. Introduction  

Latent ‘touch’ DNA deposited on substrates and items can be pivotal forensic 

information in crime investigations. Swabs of various composition are available to collect 

DNA on items of interest, for example by moistening the swab head with sterile water and 

rubbing on the substrate. The area on the surfaces targeted is based on best assumptions of 

where a person has most likely made contact with the substrate, such as a door handle or light 

switch, as there is no current means to visualise the presence of human DNA. Furthermore 

there is no means to confirm that any DNA was actually transferred to the swab head during 

sample collection. The net result is that many swabs may be submitted to a forensic laboratory 

for DNA profiling even though no DNA is actually present, simply because the area sampled 

was devoid of biological material or the swab was not fit for purpose. Unfortunately, the fact 

that biological material was not collected will not become obvious until the end point of a DNA 

exaction process. There is therefore much wastage in the current process. We report on the use 

of a dye and simple fluorescence microscopy to visualise DNA transferred to swab heads to 

confirm that evidence collection has been successful prior to submission for DNA profiling. 

This approach is also an effective way to evaluate the relative abilities of different swabs to 

collect, retain and release DNA and here we provide results of a survey of 10 commonly used 

swabs.  
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Diamond™ Nucleic Acid Dye (DD) (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) has recently been 

reported to stain DNA in samples such as hair roots and shafts [1,2], saliva [3,4], fingermarks 

[5] and other forensically relevant items [6]. The DD molecule is an external groove-binder 

that is able to bind to the backbone of DNA effectively, but it does not bind effectively to RNA 

and prokaryote supercoiled DNA [1,7]. DD has an excitation maximum at the blue wavelength 

(494 nm) and emits green fluorescence (558 nm) when bound to DNA. The fluorescence signal 

from DD bound to DNA in hair roots was found to be stable for up to 6 months after staining 

[8].  

A digital microscope “Dino-Lite” (AnMo Electronics Corporation, New Taipei City, 

Taiwan) is a versatile fluorescence microscope that incorporates suitable excitation 

illumination and emission filtration for DD and has a wide magnification from 20 x to 220 x. 

The microscope receives its power through a USB port of a laptop and the image generated is 

viewed live on the computer monitor using a simple software application provided with the 

microscope. Still or video images can be recorded directly to the PC. A dark room is not 

necessary for collection of a fluorescence signal [5].  

A simple and fast screening method is reported that allows visualisation of collected 

DNA on a swab head after it has been used to collect biological material. Suitable swabs are 

identified that can be used effectively with the end result being a simple means to ensure that 

swabs collected at scenes contain DNA in sufficient amount to generate an informative STR 

DNA profile.  

 

2. Materials and methods 

Approval from the Social and Behavioural Research Committee (reference 7569) was 

obtained prior to initiating this project. 

 

2.1 Type of swabs 

 Ten types of swab were tested comprising: 1) Puritan 3" Sterile Self-Saturating Foam 

Swab (Puritan Medical Products Co., Maine, USA) 2) cotton swab (LivingStone Co., NSW, 

Australia), 3) cotton swab (COPAN, Brescia, Italy), 4) FLOQSwabs™ Regular (COPAN, 

Brescia, Italy), and 5) FLOQSwabs™ Mini-Flexible (COPAN, Brescia, Italy), 6) black cotton 

swab (MUJI, Japan), 7) Regular (purple colour), 8) Fine (pink colour), 9) Cylinder (black 

colour), and 10) Ultrafine (lavender colour). The four types (7-10) were supplied by City 
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Dental, Adelaide, Australia and were developed for dental and medical applications. The ten 

swab types are shown in Fig. 1.  

 

(Insert Fig. 1.) 

 

2.2 Sample collection 

Two individuals were used in this study, comparising a male (designated M1) and a 

female (designated F1). The shedder status of M1 has been determined previously as a heavy 

shedder and F1 as a light shedder, following a recently published method [5]. 

Buccal swabs were collected from an individual (F1) by rubbing against the inside of 

the mouth for 30 seconds as a standard technique. The swabs were dried overnight at room 

temperature before subsequent processing.  

Fingermarks were collected from an individual (M1) by placing a finger with medium 

pressure onto a glass slide for 15 seconds. The swabs were moistened with 0.1% Triton-X, the 

volume dependent on each swab type. The exception was the foam swab which was moistened 

with 91% (v/v) isopropanol provided in the swab shaft.  Each fingermark was recovered 

through a single swab technique, side-by-side in a “z-pattern” alternated by 3 times horizontal 

and 3 times vertical.  Swab samples were retained at room temperature with time intervals of 

0 week, 1 week, 2 weeks, 3 weeks, and 4 weeks, before staining and visualising.  

DNA was extracted from buccal swabs following the QIAamp mini DNA kit protocol 

(QIAGEN, VIC, Australia). DNA was quantified using a Qubit® 2.0 Fluorometer (Thermo 

Fisher, VIC, Australia). The extracted DNA was diluted to approximately 20 ng/µL from which 

5 µL was pipetted directly on to the swab.  

 

2.3 Latent DNA visualising  

Diamond™ nucleic acid dye (DD) was diluted with sterile H2O to a working 

concentration of 20 x prior to pipetting onto the swab heads. The volume of diluted dye 

deposited onto the swabs depended on the size of swab. The foam swab, white and black cotton 

swabs (1, 2, 3 and 6) were stained with 100 µL, FLOQSwabs™ Regular (4) with 50 µL, 

FLOQSwabs™ Mini-Flexible (5) with 20 µL and dental micro swabs (7-10) were stained with 

5 µL. After staining, the swabs were incubated for 5 minutes before recording fluorescence 

images under the digital microscope using blue light (480 nm) and 50 x and 220 x 

magnifications.  
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2.4 Direct STR profiling 

For STR profiling, a segment of clean swab (~2 mm2) was cut by clean scissors and 

placed into PCR tube. Extracted DNA was quantified by Qubit® 2.0 Fluorometer (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific, Melbourne, Australia), and 1 ng was directly pipetted onto the swab along 

with 1 µL of 20 x DD diluted with H2O. The stained swab head was placed into a 0.2 mL thin 

walled PCR tube containing 10 µL of PCR master mix, 5 µL of primer mix from the 

AmpFlSTR® NGM SElect™ kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 10 µL of sterile water 

performed in total volume of 25 µL. The amplification was performed using the 

AmpFlSTR® NGM SElect™ kit protocol for 29 cycles, as validated by the manufacture, using 

a ProFlex thermal-cycler (Thermo Fisher Scientific). PCR product (2 µL) was added to 9.5 µL 

Hi-Di formamide and 0.5 µL 500 LIZ™ (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and separated on a 3500 

Genetic Analyser (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Data were analyzed using GeneMapper ID-X 

(version 1.4) (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

 

2.5 Recovery ability of swabs  

To indicate the success of DNA transfer from substrate to swab for each swab type, a 

fingermark from an individual recorded as being a heavy shedder was deposited on a clean 

glass slide for 15 seconds. The print was stained with 20 x DD diluted with 75% (v/v) ethanol 

and visualised under the fluorescence microscope at 50 x magnification. Sample collection was 

performed as in section 2.2. Residual cellular material remaining on the swabbed area was 

recorded by adding 20 x DD diluted with 75% ethanol to the slide and scoring the presence of 

cellular material over the entire area of the fingermark. The percentage of recovery was 

calculated from the number of bright fluorescent spots, corresponding to cellular material, 

visible before and after swabbing.  

An untreated fingermark was swabbed as described in section 2.2 to simulate real 

scenarios and compare the recovery ability between stained and non-stained samples. The 

swabbed glass slide was stained with 20 µL of 20 x DD diluted with 75% ethanol and visualised 

under microscope. The amount of cellular material remaining on the glass slide after 

performing the swabbing process was scored by counting cellular deposits over the entire area 

of the fingermark. The test was performed in three replicates for each swab type. 

 

3. Results  

3.1 Latent DNA visualising on ten type of swabs 
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Each of the ten swabs was tested in the following ways: swab head and shaft with no 

addition of dye or DNA to detect any auto-fluorescence (A), swab head with the addition of 

DNA only (B), swab stained with DD but no DNA to measure the effect of the dye and swab 

interaction (C), swab head after the addition of DNA and DD (D), a buccal swab stained with 

DD (E), and swab collected from a fingermark and stained with DD (F). These results are all 

shown in Fig. 2 for all 10 swab types.  

The first five swab types (1, foam swab; 2, white cotton swab; 3, white cotton swab 

(COPAN); 4, FLOQSwab™ Regular; and 5, FLOQSwab™ Mini-Flexible exhibited no 

detectable difference in fluorescence intensity under blue light at 50 x magnification when 

DNA was absent (negative controls A-C) and when DNA was present (positive controls D-F) 

(as seen in Fig. 2). The four cotton swabs and the foam material are a natural white colour and 

found not to be suitable given the lack of contrast between DNA and the natural fluorescence.  

 

(Insert Fig. 2.) 

 

As seen in Fig. 2, all three positive controls (D-F) using Regular (7) and Fine (8) swabs 

showed minimal difference in fluorescence intensity when compared with the negative control 

DNA swabs (A-C). These two swab types were therefore not suitable for use in this fast 

screening method. Cylinder (9) and Ultrafine (10) swabs exhibited a clear difference in 

fluorescence between negative control samples (A-C) and when DNA was present (D-F). After 

the addition of extracted DNA and then addition of DD onto the swab, both swabs showed a 

visible and detectable increase in fluorescence intensity when visualised at 50 x magnification, 

as seen in Fig. 2, D9 and D10. The buccal swabs (E9 and E10) and swabbed fingermark swabs 

(F9 and F10) showed an increase in fluorescence when stained with DD and in the presence of 

DNA compared to the negative controls. 

The black cotton swab exhibited a minor increase in fluorescence on the swab after 

addition of extracted DNA (Fig. 2, D6). This trend continued when the buccal swabs were 

stained with DD (as seen in Fig. 3A). At 220 x magnification, which is the highest 

magnification of the florescence microscope, the position and estimated number of stained 

buccal epithelial cells could be recorded (Fig. 3B). Cellular material collected from a 

fingermark using a black cotton swab then stained with DD exhibited low fluorescence under 

50 x magnification (Fig. 3C), however the stained cells can be visualised clearly under 220 x 

magnification (Fig. 3D). The black cotton swab was therefore suitable for visualisation of 

collected cellular material on the swab and suited to this fast screening technique. 
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(Insert Fig. 3.) 

 

An inevitable consequence of rubbing a swab inside the buccal cavity is that the shaft 

makes contact with the inside of the mouth leading to cell transfer to the shaft as well as the 

swab head (Fig. 4 A and B). Stained cells on the shaft of the buccal swabs are clearly visible 

on the Cylinder and Ultrafine shafts (Fig. 4, B2 and B3) and also when the swab was rolled 

along a fingermark (Fig. 4, C2 and C3). The presence of cells is in contrast to the negative 

controls where no such fluorescence is present (Fig. 4, A2 and A3). Viewing the epithelial cells 

in Fig. 4, B2 and B3, it is possible to observe the fainter fluorescence created by the cytoplasm 

and brighter stained nuclei present on the shafts of both Cylinder and Ultrafine swabs. Stained 

cellular material from the fingermarks was also observed on the shaft of the swabs after staining 

with DD (Fig. 4, C2 and C3). This is in line with the staining observed in a fingermark [5]. It 

should be noted that the shaft of the Cylinder swab is black in colour and the shaft of the 

Ultrafine swab is a light purple colour. This dark background colour is better for fluorescence 

visualisation as found in a previous study [6]. The cellular material from fingermarks was not 

detected on the shaft of the black cotton swab type (in Fig.4, C1). The head of the black cotton 

swab provides a large area (5 mm x 15 mm), which is 25 times bigger than the total area of the 

head of the Ultrafine swab (1.5 mm x 2 mm).  

 

(Insert Fig. 4.) 

 

3.2 Retained swab at room temperature for 4 weeks 

Buccal cells collected using three swabs (black cotton, Cylinder, and Ultrafine) were 

stained with 20 x DD after they were stored at room temperature for 0 week, 1 week, 2 weeks, 

3 weeks and 4 weeks. The fluorescence signal could be detected at 50 x magnification for all 

three swabs after DD staining, as seen in Fig. 5, A1-A3. Stained epithelial cells could also be 

visualised under 220 x magnification (Fig. 5, B1-B3). No visible difference was noted in the 

fluorescence between the dried buccal swab samples stored at room temperature either 

overnight or for 4 weeks. The epithelial cells transferred onto the buccal swab are clearly 

visible on the black cotton swab as seen in Fig. 5, B1. In contrast, the Cylinder and Ultrafine 

swab heads are constructed of a white nylon fibre that made the presence of cell material less 

easy to record. It should be noted that in these images only part of the swab is shown in one 
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plane of focus; real-time observation using multiple focal planes provides a much more 

informative impression of the collected cellular material. 

Triplicate swabs were collected from fingermarks and retained at room temperature for 

0 week, 1 week, 2 weeks, 3 weeks and 4 weeks. After staining, cellular material was clearly 

detected on the black cotton swab head at all the time point samples under 220 x magnification, 

as seen in Fig. 6, 1. All retained time points for the Cylinder and Ultrafine swabs showed a 

significant bright fluorescence signal under 50 x magnification, as seen in Fig. 6, 2 and 3. 

Stained cellular material can be visualised on the plastic shaft of the Ultrafine swab viewed at 

220 x magnification, as seen in Fig. 6, 4. 

 

(Insert Fig. 5.) 

(Insert Fig. 6.) 

 

3.3 Stability of DD stained swab 

Swabs taken from a fingermark were stained with DD and stored for up to 4 weeks. 

Stained cells can be detected clearly on the black cotton swab head (Fig. 7). The fluorescence 

intensity of Cylinder and Ultrafine swab head was faint after being retained for 2 weeks when 

observed under 50 x magnification, as seen in Fig. 7, 2 and 3. However, the stained cells on 

the black cotton swab head and Ultrafine shaft can be detected by a fluorescence signal 4 weeks 

after staining under 220 x magnification, shown in Fig.7, 1 and 4.  

 

(Insert Fig. 7.) 

 

3.4 Effect of stained swab on direct amplification and STR profiling 

The effect of staining swabs with DD on DNA profiling methods was investigated by 

comparing resulting relative fluorescence unit (RFU) values based on amplifying STR loci 

using direct PCR. A control sample using 1 ng of extracted DNA with no addition of DD was 

compared with 1 ng of extracted DNA plus 20 x DD pipetted on to each of the three swabs: 

black cotton, Cylinder, and Ultrafine swabs. The stained swabs were cut to approximately 2 

mm2 and placed into thin-wall PCR tubes. PCRs were performed in triplicate. 

 The results show that STR profiles can be generated for all swab types after staining 

(Fig. 8). The average RFU peak height from the black cotton swab (~18,000) is similar to the 

RFU of the positive 1 ng DNA control (~19,000). Ultrafine and Cylinder swabs showed 

average RFU values of ~10,000 and 7,000. When compared with average RFU values from the 
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1 ng DNA control, the RFU values of the 20 x DD stained 1 ng DNA on Cylinder and Ultrafine 

were lower by approximately 50% and 60%, respectively. RFU values at each locus generated 

by AmpFlSTR® NGM SElect™ kit are illustrated in triplicates for each swab types (as shown 

in Fig. 8). 

 

(Insert Fig. 8.) 

 

3.5 Recovery of cellular material using the ten swabs 

The recovery ability of these swabs was tested by swabbing the entire area of a 

fingermark on a glass slide. The fingermarks of a good shedder were stained and visualised 

under the microscope. The amount of cellular material deposited in each fingermark was 

counted in five frames each of 1 mm2, then averaged and multiplied by the area of each 

fingermark. There was no significant difference between the total amount of cellular material 

observed in each fingermark (n = 30). The total amount of cellular material in a fingermark 

had a range between approximately 14,500 and 19,000 individual bright spots of cellular 

material with an average of approximately 16,700. This result showed the fingermarks used in 

this study from this particular individual contained a surprisingly consistent amount of cellular 

material.  

The percentage recovery ability was calculated from the amount of cellular material 

before and after swabbing. The Cylinder and Ultrafine swabs showed a high percentage 

recovery of about 98 % (~120 - 130 bright spots remaining). The recovery of the black cotton 

swab was also high (98 %, with about 300 bright spots remaining). FLOQSwabs™ Mini-

Flexible showed the lowest collection with ~92 % collected (~1,200 bright spots remaining). 

The recovery percentage of the other six swab types exhibited a range of between 96 % and 98 

% (as seen in Fig. 9A). Fig. S1 shows the cellular material present before and after swabbing 

using all ten swab types in triplicate.   

The influence of the dye on the ability of these swabs to recover cellular material was 

tested by swabbing a non-stained fingermark on a glass slide. If the recovery of cellular 

material is effective, examination of the area that had been swabbed should show a clear area 

where the material has been transferred from the substrate to the swab. The highest amount of 

cellular material remaining on the glass substrate after swabbing was observed when the 

FLOQSwabs™ Mini-Flexible swabs were used, where an average of 771 bright spots of cellular 

material remained on the glass slides. The foam, white cotton, FLOQSwabs™-Regular, Regular 

and Fine swabs all exhibited similar collection of cellular material with a range of 300 - 400 
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bright spots remaining after swabbing. It was found that the recovery from touch DNA after 

swabbing with the white cotton (COPAN) and black cotton swab left about 200 bright spots of 

cellular material remaining over the entire area of the fingermark. The Cylinder and Ultrafine 

nylon swabs resulted in an average of only approximately 60 bright spots remaining 

respectively indicating that these two swab types collected the greatest amount of cellular 

material compared to the others tested.  

A summary of results when a fingermark left on a glass slide was either stained with 

DD and then cellular material collected by a swab, or using a swab to collect non-stained 

cellular material from the fingermark and then applying DD to view any remaining cellular 

material is given in Fig. 9B. For all 10 swab types, more cellular material was collected (i.e. 

less remained) if the fingermark was not pre-stained with DD compared to staining the 

fingermark and then collecting using the swabs. The difference between these two modes of 

sample collection was minor, except for the FLOQSwabs™ Mini-Flexible where the amount of 

cellular material remaining was significantly lower if non-stained with DD compared to pre-

staining by approximately 440 bright spots of cellular material. After swabbing fingermarks 

stained with DD using either black cotton, Regular, and Fine swabs between around 100-200 

bright spots remained on glass slide more than the non-stained fingermarks. Less variation was 

observed in the cellular material collected between pre-stained and non-stained fingermarks 

(only approximately 50 bright spots of cellular material) when the fingermarks were swabbed 

using either white cotton, white cotton (COPAN), Cylinder or Ultrafine. The foam swabs and 

FLOQSwabs™ showed no difference in the amount of cellular material remaining between DD-

stained and non-stained sample.  

Examples of glass slides to which DD was added only after swabbing a fingermark and 

then cellular material collected using all 10 swabs types is shown in Fig. S2. Images S2 A-J 

are those of a fingermark stained by DD and visualised at 50 x as a positive control for the 

fingermarks before swabbing (Fig. S2, K). A negative control of a clean glass slide was stained 

with the dye and is shown in Fig. S2, L. 

 

(Insert Fig. 9.) 

 

4. Discussion  

Ten swabs types were tested for their ability to recover cellular material and then allow 

subsequent detection and DNA profiling of the collected biological material. Two types of 

cellular material were recovered: buccal cells from the cheeks of volunteer; and biological 
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material present in fingermarks deposited on glass slides.  In all cases, the swab heads were 

treated using DD to visualise any DNA present. The results obtained show that three swabs 

(black cotton treated with chitosan, Cylinder and Ultrafine nylon swabs) do not auto-fluoresce 

but when DNA stained with DD is present, clear fluorescence is observed, to the extent that 

individual spots of stained DNA can be observed at high magnification. Due to its lower 

background fluorescence the black cotton swab was found to show a clearer fluorescence signal 

than the white cotton swab.  

This described research showed that even when DNA is transferred to a swab and 

retained for 4 weeks prior to any addition of the stain, fluorescence can still be recorded. This 

illustrates that the technique is applicable to usage in routine forensic situations where some 

time delay between collection of samples and DNA profiling of them is experienced. The black 

cotton swabs are coated by chitosan, which has an antibacterial property [9]. The benefits of 

this particular feature of these swabs are being investigated further.  

The effect of 20 x DD stained swabs on STR typing through direct PCR amplification 

resulted in lower RFU values for the two nylon swabs, Cylinder and Ultrafine, compared to the 

black cotton swab. The black cotton swab generated RFU values comparable to, and no less 

than, the positive control. It should be noted that the electrical property of chitosan is highly 

positive at pH 2 and close to neutral at pH 8 [10]. The ideal pH for PCR is about 8.4 at room 

temperature, which is an optimal for Taq DNA polymerase [11]. Chitosan is a potential 

medium for DNA collection due to its positive charge in slightly acid solutions. Nylon is a 

synthetic polymer that also has a slight surface positive charge that is neutralized at a pH of 

about 5 [12]. Despite this, the amount of PCR amplicon generated from the direct PCR using 

the nylon swabs (and thus RFU values) are lower than those recorded for the black cotton 

swabs. The behaviour of nylon and chitosan-coated fibres with regards to collection and 

retention of DNA is also being investigated further. There was not significant inhibition using 

nylon swabs as the average RFU results were still higher than 3,000 [4]. Previous studies have 

proved that direct PCR using the nylon swab can generate informative STR profiles [5, 13-15]. 

The study looking at the recovery of cellular material showed that there was a higher 

percentage of recovery of DNA as a result of swabbing a non-stained fingermark than when 

applying DD to the fingermark and then collecting with a swab. DD, which is an external 

binder, binds to the sugar phosphate backbone of DNA, which is negatively charged [7]. It is 

therefore feasible that the overall negative charge of DNA molecules will be altered by staining, 

thus reducing the binding between DNA and fibres of swab.  
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The three swabs found to be most effective at collection of biological material are not 

designed for forensic applications. We are pursuing the development of a swab for the effective 

recovery and release of biological material that facilitates the visualisation of collected material 

under a fluorescence microscope after DD staining.  

 

5. Conclusion 

 We report a new screening method for the presence of DNA on a swab after collection 

using DD in combination with a Dino-Lite digital fluorescence microscope. This technique is 

an easy, fast non-destructive and a safe screening method that has potential to be used routinely 

to indicate if there is DNA present on a swab after collection either at a scene or at an evidence 

recovery unit. The application of the dye at the concentratons stipulated does not inhibit PCR. 

Three swab types are compatible with this fast screening technique. Black cotton, Cylinder and 

Ultrafine nylon swabs showed significant fluorescence intensity when DNA was present on the 

swab, even if the swab was retained at room temperature for four weeks. Also, the fluorescence 

was stable for up to four weeks after staining.  These three swab types collected more cellular 

material than any of the other swabs tested and less cellular material remained on these swabs 

after processing for DNA profiling than other swab types. The process described shows great 

potential for the fast and reliable indication if DNA is, or is not, present on a swab and therefore 

whether processing for DNA profiling is warranted. 
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Fig. 1. showing the ten swab types tested : 1) Foam swab, 2) cotton swab (LivingStone co.), 3) 

cotton swab (COPAN), 4) FLOQSwabs™ Regular, 5) FLOQSwabs™ Mini-Flexible, 6) Black 

cotton swab, 7) Regular, 8) Fine, 9) Cylinder, and 10) Ultrafine. 
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Fig. 2. shows all ten swab types (1-10) under the microscope at 50 x magnification in 

comparison between swab with no addition of dye or DNA (A), swab with DNA (B), swab 

with DD (C), swab with addition of DNA and DD (D), buccal swab stained with DD(E), and 

fingermark swab stained with DD (F).  
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Fig. 3. demonstrating buccal swabs stained with DD at 50 x (A) and 220 x (B) magnifications. 

Stained cellular material from a fingermark at 50 x (C) and 220 x (D) magnifications. 
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Fig. 4. illustrating 20 x DD stained shaft of a black cotton swab (1), Cylinder swab (2), and 

Ultrafine swab (3) before sampling as negative control (A), after sampling from buccal swab 

(B) and from a fingermark (C) under the microscope at 220 x magnification. 
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Fig. 5. illustrating a fast screening method using three swab types: black cotton swab (1), 

Cylinder swab (2) and Ultrafine swab (3). The buccal swabs were stored at room temperature 

for 4 weeks before staining with DD and visualised under the microscope at 50 x (A) and 220 

x magnifications (B).  
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Fig. 6. illustrating swabs collected from a fingermark at intervals of: 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 weeks. 

The three swab types were: black cotton swab (1) at 220 x magnification, Cylinder swab (2) at 

50 x magnification and Ultrafine swab (3) at 50 x magnification and at 220 x magnification 

(4). 
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Fig. 7. illustrating a stable fluorescent signal after staining at time intervals: 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 

weeks. The three swab types were: black cotton swab at 220 x magnification (1), Cylinder 

swab at 50 x magnification (2) and Ultrafine swab at 50 x magnification (3) and at 220 x 

magnification (4). DD stained swab was shown as negative (no DNA) control.  
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Fig. 8. shows the relative fluorescence unit (RFU) value (y-axis) after PCR amplification and 

STR profiling from three DD stained swab types; black cotton (A), Cylinder swab (B) and 

Ultrafine (C) in three replicates. Data show all 16 loci, plus amelogenin generated by 

AmpFlSTR® NGM SElect™ kit. 
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Fig. 9. illustrating the recovery of cellular material from a fingermark using all ten swab types. 

Tile A illustrates the percentage of collected cellular material indicated the y-axis. Tile B 

illustrates the amount of cellular material remaining indicated the y-axis from a fingermark 

either stained with DD or not stained with DD. In all instances the entire print was examined 

and all performed in triplicate. 
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